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Abstract. In open multi-agent systems, agents are mobile and may
leave or enter the system. This dynamicity results in two closely re-
lated agent communication problems, namely, efficient message passing
and service agent discovery. This paper describes how these problems are
addressed in the Actor Architecture (AA). Agents in AA obey the oper-
ational semantics of actors, and the architecture is designed to support
large-scale open multi-agent systems. Efficient message passing is facil-
itated by the use of dynamic names: a part of the mobile agent name
is a function of the platform that currently hosts the agent. To facil-
itate service agent discovery, middle agents support application agent-
oriented matchmaking and brokering services. The middle agents may
accept search objects to enable customization of searches; this reduces
communication overhead in discovering service agents when the matching
criteria are complex. The use of mobile search objects creates a security
threat, as codes developed by different groups may be moved to the same
middle agent. This threat is mitigated by restricting which operations a
migrated object is allowed to perform. We describes an empirical eval-
uation of these ideas using a large scale multi-agent UAV (Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle) simulation that was developed using AA.

1 Introduction

In open agent systems, new agents may be created and agents may move from
one computer node to another. With the growth of computational power and
network bandwidth, large-scale open agent systems are a promising technology
to support coordinated computing. For example, agent mobility can facilitate
efficient collaboration with agents on a particular node. A number of multi-agent
systems, such as EMAF [3], JADE [4], InfoSleuth [16], and OAA [8], support
open agent systems. However, before the vision of scalable open agent systems
can be realized, two closely related problems must be addressed:

– Message Passing Problem: In mobile agent systems, efficiently sending mes-
sages to an agent is not simple because they move continuously from one
agent platform to another. For example, the original agent platform on which
an agent is created should manage the location information about the agent.
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However, doing so not only increases the message passing overhead, but it
slows down the agent’s migration: before migrating, the agent’s current host
platform must inform the the original platform of the move and may wait
for an acknowledgement before enabling the agent.

– Service Agent Discovery Problem: In an open agent system, the mail ad-
dresses or names of all agents are not globally known. Thus an agent may
not have the addresses of other agents with whom it needs to communi-
cate. To address this difficulty, middle agent services, such as brokering and
matchmaking services [25], need to be supported. However, current middle
agent systems suffer from two problems: lack of expressiveness–not all search
queries can be expressed using the middle agent supported primitives; and
incomplete information–a middle agent does not possess the necessary in-
formation to answer a user query.

We address the message passing problem for mobile agents in part by provid-
ing a richer name structure: the names of agents include information about their
current location. When an agent moves, the location information in its name is
updated by the platform that currently hosts the agent. When the new name
is transmitted, the location information is used by other platforms to find the
current location of that agent if it is the receiver of a message. We address the
service agent discovery problem in large-scale open agent systems by allowing
client agents to send search objects to be executed in the middle agent address
space. By allowing agents to send their own search algorithms, this mitigates
both the lack of expressiveness and incomplete information.

We have implemented these ideas in a Java-based agent system called the
Actor Architecture (or AA). AA supports the actor semantics for agents: each
agent is an autonomous object with a unique name (address), message pass-
ing between agents is asynchronous, new agents may be dynamically created,
and agent names may be communicated [1]. AA has been designed with a
modular, extensible, and application-independent structure. While AA is be-
ing used to develop tools to facilitate large-scale simulations, it may also be
used for other large-scale open agent applications. The primary features of AA
are: a light-weight implementation of agents, reduced communication overhead
between agents, and improved expressiveness of middle agents.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the overall structure
and functions of AA as well as the agent life cycle model in AA. Section 3
explains our solutions to reduce the message passing overhead for mobile agents
in AA, while Section 4 shows how the search object of AA extends the basic
middle agent model. Section 5 descries the experimental setting and presents an
evaluation of our approaches. Related work is explained in Section 6, and finally,
Section 7 concludes this paper with future research directions.

2 The Actor Architecture

AA provides a light-weight implementation of agents as active objects or ac-
tors [1]. Agents in AA are implemented as threads instead of processes. They
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use object-based messages instead of string-based messages, and hence, they do
not need to parse or interpret a given string message, and may use the type
information of each field in a delivered message. The actor model provides the
infrastructure for a variety of agent systems; actors are social and reactive, but
they are not explicitly required to be “autonomous” in the sense of being proac-
tive [28]. However, autonomous actors may be implemented in AA, and many
of our experimental studies require proactive actors. Although the term agent
has been used to mean proactive actors, for our purposes the distinction is not
critical. In this paper, we use the terms ‘agent’ and ‘actor’ as synonyms.

The Actor Architecture consists of two main components:

– AA platforms which provide the system environment in which actors exist
and interact with other actors. In order to execute actors, each computer
node must have one AA platform. AA platforms provide actor state man-
agement, actor communication, actor migration, and middle agent services.

– Actor library which is a set of APIs that facilitate the development of agents
on the AA platforms by providing the user with a high level abstraction of
service primitives. At execution time, the actor library works as the interface
between actors and their respective AA platforms.

An AA platform consists of eight components (see Fig. 1): Message Manager,
Transport Manager, Transport Sender, Transport Receiver, Delayed Message
Manager, Actor Manager, Actor Migration Manager, and ATSpace.

AA Platform

AA Platform

Message Manager

Actor Manager Actor Migration Manager

Delayed Message Manager

Transport Receiver

Transport Receiver Transport Sender

Transport Sender

ATSpace

Transport Manager

Transport Manager

Actor

Fig. 1. Architecture of an AA Platform.
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The Message Manager handles message passing between actors. Every mes-
sage passes through at least one Message Manager. If the receiver actor of a
message exists on the same AA platform, the Message Manager of that platform
directly delivers the message to the receiver actor. However, if the receiver actor
is not on the same AA platform, this Message Manager delivers the message to
the Message Manager of the platform where the receiver currently resides, and
finally that Message Manager delivers the message to the receiver actor. The
Transport Manager maintains a public port for message passing between differ-
ent AA platforms. When a sender actor sends a message to another actor on a
different AA platform, the Transport Sender residing on the same platform as
the sender receives the message from the Message Manager of that platform and
delivers it to the Transport Receiver on the AA platform of the receiver. If there
is no built-in connection between these two AA platforms, the Transport Sender
contacts the Transport Manager of the AA platform of the receiver actor to open
a connection so that the Transport Manager can create a Transport Receiver for
the new connection. Finally, the Transport Receiver receives the message and
delivers it to the Message Manager on the same platform.

The Delayed Message Manager temporarily holds messages for mobile actors
while they are moving from one AA platform to another. The Actor Manager of
an AA platform manages the state of actors that are currently executing as well
as the locations of mobile actors created on this platform. The Actor Migration
Manager manages actor migration.

The ATSpace provides middle agent services, such as matchmaking and bro-
kering services. Unlike other system components, an ATSpace is implemented
as an actor. Therefore, any actor may create an ATSpace, and hence, an AA
platform may have more than one ATSpaces. The ATSpace created by an AA
platform is called the default ATSpace of the platform, and all actors can obtain
the names of default ATSpaces. Once an actor has the name of an ATSpace,
the actor may send the ATSpace messages in order to use its services for finding
other actors that match a given criteria.

In AA, actors are implemented as active objects and are executed as threads;
actors on an AA platform are executed with that AA platform as part of one
process. Each actor has one actor life cycle state on one AA platform at any
time (see Fig. 2). When an actor exists on its original AA platform, its state
information appears within only its original AA platform. However, the state
of an actor migrated from its original AA platform appears both on its original
AA platform and on its current AA platform. When an actor is ready to process
a message its state becomes Active and stays so while the actor is processing
the message. When an actor initiates migration, its state is changed to Transit.
Once the migration ends and the actor restarts, its state becomes Active on
the new AA platform and Remote on the original AA platform. Following a user
request, an actor in the Active state may move to the Suspended state.

In contrast to other agent life cycle models (e.g. [10, 18]), the AA life cycle
model uses the Remote state to indicate that an actor that was created on the
current AA platform is working on another AA platform.
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Fig. 2. Actor Life Cycle Model.

3 Optimized Message Delivery

We describe the message delivery mechanisms used to support inter-actor com-
munications. Specifically, AA uses two approaches to reduce the communication
overhead for mobile actors that are not on their original AA platforms: location-
based message passing and delayed message passing.

3.1 Location-Based Message Passing

Before an actor can send messages to other actors, it should know the names
of the intended receiver actors. In AA, each actor has its own unique name
called UAN (Universal Actor Name). The UAN of an actor includes the location
information and the unique identification number of the actor as follows:

uan://128.174.245.49:37

From the above name, we can infer that the actor exists on the host whose IP
address is 128.174.245.49, and that the actor is distinguished from other actors
on the same platform with its unique identification number 37.

When the Message Manager of a sender actor receives a message whose re-
ceiver actor has the above name, it checks whether the receiver actor exists
on the same AA platform. If they are on the same AA platform, the Message
Manager finds the receiver actor on this AA platform and directly delivers the
message. Otherwise, the Message Manager of the sender actor delivers the mes-
sage to the Message Manager of the receiver actor. In order to find the AA
platform where the Message Manager of the receiver actor exists, the location
information 128.174.245.49 in the UAN of the receiver actor is used. When the
Message Manager on the AA platform with IP address 128.174.245.49 receives
the message, it finds the receiver actor there and delivers the message.

The above actor naming and message delivery scheme works correctly when
all actors are on their original AA platforms. However, because an actor may
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migrate from one AA platform to another, we extend the basic behavior of the
Message Manager with a forwarding service: when a Message Manager receives
a message for an actor that has migrated, it delivers the message to the current
AA platform of the mobile actor. To facilitate this service, each AA platform
maintains the current locations of actors that were created on it, and updates
the location information of actors that have come from other AA platforms on
their original AA platforms.

The problem with using only universal actor names for message delivery is
that every message for a migrated actor still has to pass through the original AA
platform in which the actor was created (Fig. 3.a). This kind of blind indirection
may happen even in situations where the receiver actor is currently on an AA
platform that is near the AA platform of the sender actor. Since message passing
between actor platforms is relatively expensive, AA uses Location-based Actor
Name (LAN ) for mobile actors in order to generally eliminate the need for
this kind of indirection. Specifically, the LAN of an actor consists of its current
location and its UAN as follows:

lan://128.174.244.147//128.174.245.49:37

The current location of a mobile actor is set by an AA platform when the
actor arrives on the AA platform. If the current location is the same as the
location where an actor was created, the LAN of the actor does not have any
special information beyond its UAN.

Under the location-based message passing scheme, when the Message Man-
ager of a sender actor receives a message for a remote actor, it extracts the
current location of the receiver actor from its LAN and delivers the message to
the AA platform where the receiver actor exists. The rest of the procedure for
message passing is similar to that in the UAN-based message passing scheme.
Fig. 3.b shows how the location-based message passing scheme works. Actor one
with ual://C//A:15 sends its first message to actor two through the original
AA platform of actor two because actor one does not know the location of ac-
tor two. This message includes the location information about actor one as the
sender actor. Therefore, when actor two receives the message, it knows the loca-
tion of actor one, and it can now directly send a message to actor one. Similarly,
when actor one receives a message from actor two, it learns the location of actor
two. Finally, the two actors can directly communicate with each other without
mediation by their original AA platforms.

In order to use the LAN address scheme, the location information in a LAN
should be recent. However, mobile actors may move repeatedly, and a sender
actor may have old LANs of mobile actors. Thus a message for a mobile actor
may be delivered to its previous AA platform from where the actor left. This
problem is addressed by having the old AA platform deliver the message to the
original AA platform where the actor was created; the original platform always
manages the current addresses of its actors. When the receiver actor receives the
message delivered through its original AA platform, the actor may send a null
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b. Location−based Message Passing
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Fig. 3. Message Passing between Mobile Actors.
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message with its LAN to update its location at the sender actor. Therefore, the
sender actor can use the updated information for subsequent messages.

3.2 Delayed Message Passing

While a mobile actor is moving from one AA platform to another, the current AA
platform of the actor is not well defined. In AA, because the location information
of a mobile actor is updated after it finishes migration, its original AA platform
thinks the actor still exists on its old AA platform during migration. Therefore,
when the Message Manager of the original AA platform receives a message for
a mobile actor, it sends the message to the Message Manager of the old AA
platform thinking that it is still there. After the Message Manager of the old AA
platform receives the message, it forwards the message to the Message Manager
of the original AA platform. Thus, a message is continuously passed between
these two AA platforms until the mobile actor updates the Actor Manager of its
original AA platform with its new location.

In order to avoid unnecessary message thrashing, we use the Delayed Message
Manager in each AA platform. After the actor starts its migration, the Actor
Manager of the old AA platform changes its state to be Transit. From this
moment, the Delayed Message Manager of this platform holds messages for this
mobile actor until the actor reports that its migration has ended. After the mobile
actor finishes its migration, its new AA platform sends its old AA platform and
its original AA platform a message to inform them that the migration process
has ended. When these two AA platforms receive this message, the original AA
platform changes the state of the mobile actor from Transit to Remote while
the old AA platform removes all information about the mobile actor, and the
Delayed Message Manager of the old AA platform forwards the delayed messages
to the Message Manager of the new AA platform of the actor.

4 Active Brokering Service

An ATSpace supports active brokering services by allowing agents to send their
own search algorithms to be executed in the ATSpace address space [14]. We
compare this service to current middle agent services.

Many middle agents are based on attribute-based communication. Service
agents register themselves with the middle agent by sending a tuple whose at-
tributes describe the service they advertise. To find the desired service agents, a
client agent supplies a tuple template with constraints on attributes. The middle
agent then tries to find service agents whose registered attributes match the sup-
plied constraints. Systems vary more or less according to the types of constraints
(primitives) they support. Typically, a middle agent provides exact matching or
regular expression matching [2, 11, 17]. As we mentioned earlier, this solution
suffers from a lack of expressiveness and incomplete information.

For example, consider a middle agent with information about seller agents.
Each service agent (seller) advertises itself with the following attributes <actor
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name, seller city, product name, product price>. A client agent with the
following query is stuck:

Q1: What are the best two (in terms of price) sellers that offer computers and
whose locations are roughly within 50 miles of me?

Considering the current tuple space technology, the operator “best two” is
clearly not supported (expressiveness problem). Morever, the tuple space does
not include distance information between cities (incomplete information prob-
lem). Faced with these difficulties, a user with this complex query Q1 has to
transform it into a simpler one that is accepted by the middle agent which re-
trieves a superset of the data to be retrieved by Q1. In our example, a simpler
query could be:

Q2: Find all tuples about sellers that sell computers.

An apparent disadvantage of the above approach is the movement of a large
amount of data from the middle agent space to the buyer agent, especially if Q2
is semantically distant from Q1. In order to reduce communication overhead,
ATSpace allows a sender agent to send its own search algorithm to find service
agents, and the algorithm is executed in the ATSpace. In our example, the buyer
agent would send a search object that would inspect tuples in the middle agent
and select the best two sellers that satisfy the buyer criteria.

4.1 Security Issues

Although active brokering services mitigate the limitations of middle agents, such
as brokers or matchmakers, they also introduce the following security problems
in ATSpaces:

– Data Integrity: A search object may not modify tuples owned by other actors.
– Denial of Service: A search object may not consume too much processing

time or space of an ATSpace, and a client actor may not repeatedly send
search objects to overload an ATSpace.

– Illegal Access : A search object may not carry out unauthorized accesses or
illegal operations.

We address the first problem by preventing the search object from modifying
tuple data of other actors. This is done by supplying methods of the search object
with a copy of the data in the ATSpace. However, when the number of tuples
in the ATSpace is large, this solution requires extra memory and computation
resources. Thus the ATSpace supports the option of delivering a shallow copy
of the original tuples to the search object at the risk of data being changed by
search objects as such scheme may compromise the data integrity.

To prevent malicious objects from exhausting the ATSpace computational
resource, we deploy user-level thread scheduling as depicted in Fig. 4. When
a search object arrives, the object is executed as a thread and its priority is
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Fig. 4. Architecture of an ATSpace.

set to high. If the thread executes for a long time, its priority is continuously
downgraded. Moreover, if the running time of a search object exceeds a certain
limit, it may be destroyed by the tuple space manager.

To prevent unauthorized accesses, if the ATSpace is created with an access
key, then this key must accompany every message sent from client actors. In this
case, actors are allowed only to modify their own tuples. This prevents removal
or modification of tuples by unauthorized actors.

5 Experiments and Evaluation

The AA platforms and actors have been implemented in Java language to sup-
port operating system independent actor mobility. The Actor Architecture is
being used for large-scale UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) simulations. These
simulations investigate the effects of different collaborative behaviors among a
large number of micro UAVs during their surveillance missions over a large num-
ber of moving targets [15]. For our experiments, we have tested more than 1,000
actors on four computers: 500 micro UAVs, 500 targets, and other simulation
purpose actors are executed. The following two sections evaluate our solutions.

5.1 Optimized Message Delivery

According to our experiments, the location-based message passing scheme in AA
reduces the number of hops (over AA platforms) that a message for a mobile
actor goes through. Since an agent has the location information about its col-
laborating agents, the agent can carry this information when it moves from one
AA platform to another. With location-based message passing, the system is
more fault-tolerant; since messages for a mobile actor need not pass through the
original AA platform of the actor, the messages may be correctly delivered to
the actor even when the actor’s original AA platform is not working correctly.
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Moreover, delayed message passing removes unnecessary message thrashing
for moving agents. When delayed message passing is used, the old AA platform
of a mobile actor needs to manage its state information until the actor finishes
its migration, and the new platform of the mobile actor needs to report the
migration state of the actor to its old AA platforms. In our experiments, this
overhead is more than compensated; without delayed message passing the same
message may get delivered seven or eight times between the original AA platform
and the old AA platform while a mobile actor is moving. If a mobile actor takes
more time for its migration, this number may be even greater.

5.2 Active Brokering Service

The performance benefit of ATSpace can be measured by comparing its active
brokering services with the data retrieval services of a template-based general
middle agent supporting the same service along four different dimensions: the
number of messages, the total size of messages, the total size of memory space
on the client and middle agent AA platforms, and the computation time for the
whole operation. To analytically evaluate ATSpaces, we will use the scenario
mentioned in section 4 where a service requesting agent has a complex query
that is not supported by the template-based model.

First, with the template-based service, the number of messages is n+2 where
n is the number of service agents that satisfy a complex query. This is because the
service requesting agent has to first send a message to the middle agent to bring a
superset of its final result. This costs two messages: a service request message to
the middle agent (Service Requesttemplate) that contains Q2 and a reply mes-
sage that contains agent information satisfying Q2 (Service Replytemplate).
Finally, the service requesting agent sends n messages to the service agents that
match its original criteria. With the active brokering service, the total number
of messages is n+1. This is because the service requesting agent need not worry
about the complexity of his query and only sends a service request message
(Service RequestATSpace) to the ATSpace. This message contains the code
that represents its criteria along with the message that should be sent to the
agents which satisfy these criteria. The last n messages have the same explana-
tion as in the template-based service.

While the number of messages in the two approaches does not differ that
much, the total size of these messages may have a huge difference. In both
approaches, a set of n messages needs to be sent to the agents that satisfy the
final matching criteria. Therefore, the question of whether or not active brokering
services result in bandwidth saving depends on the relative size of the other
messages. Specifically the difference in bandwidth consumption (DBC ) between
the template-based middle agent and the ATSpace is given by the following
equation:

DBC = [size(Service Requesttemplate) −
size(Service RequestATSpace)] +

size(Service Replytemplate)
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In general, since the service request message in active brokering services is
larger as it has the search object, the first component is negative. Therefore,
active brokering services will only result in a bandwidth saving if the increase in
the size of its service request message is smaller than the size of the service reply
message in the template-based service. This is likely to be true if the original
query (Q1) is complex such that turning it into a simpler one (Q2) to retrieve
a superset of the result would incur a great semantic loss and as such would
retrieve much extra agent information from the middle agent.

Third, the two approaches put a conflicting requirement on the amount of
space needed on both the client and middle agent machines. In the template-
based approach the client agent needs to provide extra space to store the tuples
returned by Q2. On the hand, the ATSpace needs to provide extra space to store
copies of tuples given to search objects. However, a compromise can be made
here as the creator of the ATSpace can choose to use the shallow copy of tuples.

Fourth, the difference in computation times of the whole operation in the two
approaches depends on two factors: the time for sending messages and the time
for evaluating queries on tuples. The tuples in the ATSpace are only inspected
once by the search object sent by the service requesting agent. However, in the
template-based middle agent, some tuples are inspected twice. First, in order
to evaluate Q2, the middle agent needs to inspect all the tuples that it has.
Second, these tuples that satisfy Q2 are sent back to the service requesting
agent to inspect them again and retain only those tuples that satisfy Q1. If Q1
is complex then Q2 will be semantically distant from Q1, which in turns has two
ramifications. First, the time to evaluate Q2 against all the tuples in the middle
agent is small relative to the time needed to evaluate the search object over them.
Second, most of the tuples on the middle agent would pass Q2 and be sent back
to be re-evaluated by the service requesting agent. This reevaluation has nearly
the same complexity as running the search object code. Thus we conclude that
when the original query is complex and external communication cost is high, the
active brokering service will result in time saving.

Apart from the above analytical evaluation, we have run a series of experi-
ments on the UAV simulation to substantiate our claims. (Interested readers may
refer to [13] for more details.) Fig. 5 demonstrates the saving in computational
time of an ATSpace compared to a template-based middle agent that provides
data retrieval services with the same semantic. Fig. 6 shows the wall clock time
ratio of a template-based middle agent to an ATSpace. In these experiments,
UAVs use either active brokering services or data retrieval services to find their
neighboring UAVs. In both cases, the middle agent includes information about
locations of UAVs and targets. In case of the active brokering service, UAVs send
search objects to an ATSpace while the UAVs using data retrieval service send
tuple templates. The simulation time for each run is around 35 minutes, and the
wall clock time depends on the number of agents. When the number of agents
is small, the difference between the two approaches is not significant. However,
as the number of agents is increased, the difference becomes large.
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Fig. 7 depicts the number of messages required in both cases. The number
of messages in the two approaches is quite similar but the difference is slightly
increased according to the number of agents. Note that the messages increase
almost linearly with the number of agents, and that the difference in the number
of messages for a template-based middle agent and an ATSpace is small; it is in
fact less than 0.01% in our simulations.
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Fig. 8 shows the total message size required in the two approaches, and Fig. 9
shows the total message size ratio. When the search queries are complex, the total
message size in the ATSpace approach is much less than that in the template-
based middle agent approach. In our UAV simulation, search queries are rather
complex and require heavy mathematical calculations, and hence, the ATSpace
approach results in a considerable bandwidth saving. It is also interesting to
note the relationship between the whole operation time (as shown in Fig. 5) and
the bandwidth saving (as shown in Fig. 8). This relationship supports our claim
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that the saving in the total operation time by the ATSpace is largely due to its
superiority in efficiently utilizing the bandwidth.

6 Related Work

The basic mechanism of location-based message passing is similar to the mes-
sage passing in Mobile IP [20], although its application domain is different. The
original and current AA platforms of a mobile actor correspond to the home and
foreign agents of a mobile client in Mobile IP, and the UAN and LAN of a mo-
bile actor are similar to the home address and care-of address of a mobile client
in Mobile IP. However, while the sender node in Mobile IP manages a binding
cache to map home addresses to care-of addresses, the sender AA platform in
AA does not have a mapping table. Another difference is that in mobile IP, the
home agent communicates with the sender node to update the binding cache.
However, in AA this update can be done by the agent itself when it sends a
message that contains its address.

The LAN (Location-based Actor Name) may also be compared to UAL (Uni-
versal Actor Locator) in SALSA [27]. In SALSA, UAL represents the location of
an actor. However, SALSA uses a middle agent called Universal Actor Naming
Server to locate the receiver actor. SALSA’s approach requires the receiver ac-
tor to register its location at a certain middle agent, and the middle agent must
manage the mapping table.

The ATSpace approach, which is based on the tuple space model, is related
to Linda [6]. In the Linda model, processes communicate with other processes
through a shared common space called a blackboard or a tuple space without
considering references or names of other processes [6, 21]. This approach was used
in several agent frameworks, for example EMAF [3] and OAA [8]. However, these
models support only primitive features for pattern-based communication among
processes or agents. From the middle agent perspective, Directory Facilitator in
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the FIPA platform [10], ActorSpace [2], and Broker Agent in InfoSleuth [16] are
related to our research. However, these systems do not support customizable
matching algorithms.

From the expressiveness perspective, some work has been done to extend
the matching capability of the basic tuple space model. Berlinda [26] allows a
concrete entry class to extend the matching function, and TS [12] uses policy
closures in a Scheme-like language to customize the behavior of tuple spaces.
However, these approaches do not allow the matching function to be changed
during execution time. At the other hand, OpenSpaces [9] provides a mechanism
to change matching polices during the execution time. OpenSpaces groups en-
tries in its space into classes and allows each class to have its individual matching
algorithm. A manager for each class of entries can change the matching algo-
rithm during execution time. All agents that use entries under a given class are
affected by any change to its matching algorithm. This is in contrast to the
ATSpace where each agent can supply its own matching algorithm without af-
fecting other agents. Another difference between OpenSpaces and ATSpaces is
that the former requires a registration step before putting the new matching
algorithm into action, but ATSpace has no such requirement.

Object Space [22] allows distributed applications implemented in the C++
programming language to use a matching function in its template. This matching
function is used to check whether an object tuple in the space is matched with the
tuple template given in rd and in operators. However, in the ATSpace the client
agent supplied search objects can have a global overview of the tuples stored
in the shared space and hence can support global search behavior rather than
the one tuple based matching behavior supported in Object Space. For example,
using the ATSpace a client agent can find the best ten service agents according
to its criteria whereas this behavior cannot be achieved in Object Space.

TuCSoN [19] and MARS [5] provide programmable coordination mechanisms
for agents through Linda-like tuple spaces to extend the expressive power of tu-
ple spaces. However, they differ in the way they approach the expressiveness
problem; while TuCSoN and MARS use reactive tuples to extend the expres-
sive power of tuple spaces, the ATSpace uses search objects to support search
algorithms defined by client agents. A reactive tuple handles a certain type of
tuples and affects various clients, whereas a search object handles various types
of tuples and affects only its creator agent. Therefore, while TuCSoN and MARS
extend the general search ability of middle agents, ATSpace supports application
agent-oriented searching on middle agents.

Mobile Co-ordination [23] allows agents to move a set of multiple tuple space
access primitives to a tuple space for fault tolerance. In Jada [7], one primitive
may use multiple matching templates. In ObjectPlaces [24], dynamic objects are
used to change their state whenever corresponding objecplace operations are
being called. Although these approaches improve the searching ability of tuple
spaces with a set of search templates or dynamic objects, ATSpace provides
more flexibility to application agents with their own search code.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this papers we addressed two closely related agent communication issues: effi-
cient message delivery and service agent discovery. Efficient message delivery has
been addressed using two techniques. First, the agent naming scheme has been
extended to include the location information of mobile agents. Second, messages
whose destination agent is moving are postponed by the Delayed Message Man-
ager until the agent finishes its migration. For efficient service agent discovery,
we have addressed the ATSpace, Active Tuple Space. By allowing application
agents to send their customized search algorithms to the ATSpace, application
agents may efficiently find service agents. We have synthesized our solutions to
the mobile agent addressing and service agent discovery problems in a multi-
agent framework.

The long term goal of our research is to build an environment that allows for
experimental study of various issues that pertains to message passing and ser-
vice agent discovery in open multi-agent systems and provide a principled way
of studying possible tensions that arise when trying to simultaneously optimize
each service. Other future directions include the followings: for efficient message
passing, we plan to investigate various trade-offs in using different message pass-
ing schemes for different situations. We also plan to extend the Delayed Message
Manager to support mobile agents who are contiguously moving between nodes.
For service agent discovery, we plan to elaborate on our solutions to the security
issues introduced with active brokering services.
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